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A load cell is a transducer that converts a force into an
electrical signal. Most load cells use well proven strain
gage technology in which strain gages are precisely posi
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shear web (to name a few), they all require calibration
tion is also important for traceability and quality system
requirements.
Load cell calibration, simply explained, consists of
applying a series of known forces and recording the out
put from the load cell. The two most common methods
of applying a known force are to use calibrated dead
weights, or a reference standard load cell coupled with
some means of applying a force (such as a hydraulic
actuator). There are pros and cons to either method; dead
weight results in lower uncertainties but may be more
impractical or expensive as the level of force increases,
while using a reference standard may have a higher
be more practical at higher force levels.
The reference standard method of load cell calibration
typically involves two or three load cells mounted inline
in a load frame. Three load cells are often used in an
automated load frame setup, where one sensor is used for
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second bridge (additional output) to serve as the control
channel for the load frame and eliminating the need for
a separate control load cell. The control load cell or bridge

signals corresponding to changes in resistance caused
by the amount of applied force. Instrumentation can be
connected to the load cell, interpreting these electrical
signals to provide readings in units of measurement such
as pounds-force, newtons, etc.
While there are many types of load cells, including

the load cell meets designed performance parame
ters for non-linearity, hysteresis, and static error band

force control and the other two being the reference stan
dard load cell and unit under test (UUT). The reference
standard load cell is a load cell that has been calibrated
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the actuator or determine the force required to meet the
desired calibration set points. Readings from the refer
ence standard and UUT load cells are collected manually
or through instrumentation software. After collecting
readings from the calibration points within the UUT’s
rated capacity, the readings are compared and differ
ences analyzed to determine the load cells performance.
Load cell manufacturers such as Interface, Inc. cal
ibrate their load cells at the factory. Interface uses its
Gold Standard® Calibration Load Frame System, which
includes a rigid four-post hydraulic load frame, Gold
Standard® reference standard load cell, and propri
etary software, to calibrate every load cell manufactured
before it is shipped to the customer.
“The key to good calibration is to keep the applied
force as concentric as possible,” said Ken Bishop, Senior
Applications Engineer at Interface. “A rigid four-post load
frame minimizes chances of off-axis loading. Also, using
a moment-compensated load cell as the control or ref
erence standard further reduces error since any off-axis
loading will be mechanically compensated for.”
Calibration systems use a variety of means to apply
loads, including hydraulic or electric actuators, or dead
weights. Since, in many cases, the dead weight method
requires a change in setup for tension and compression
readings, an actuator system that can apply tension and
compression in the same setup can save valuable time
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